A model is presented for deletion mutations whose formation is mediated by palindromic and quasipalindromic DNA sequences. It proposes that the self-complementarity of palindromes allows the formation of DNA secondary structures that serve as deletion intermediates. The structures juxtapose the end points of the deletion and thus direct deletion specificity. While misaligned DNA intermediates that explain deletion termini occurring in repeated DNA sequences have been described, no explanations have been offered for deletion termini occurring in other sequences. The DNA secondary structures whose formation is mediated by palindromic sequences appear to explain many of these. In this paper, secondary-structure intermediates are described for a series of spontaneous deletions of known sequence in the lad gene of Escherichia coli. The model is supported by its failure to predict structures that can juxtapose simulated deletion termini in the lacI gene. We have found a strong association between palindromic sequences and repeated sequences at lacl deletion termini that suggests the joint participation of repeated and palindromic DNA sequences in the formation of some deletions. Sequences of deletions in other organisms also suggest the participation of palindromic DNA sequences in the formation of deletions.
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Local DNA sequences can strongly influence the frequency of mutation (1) . The frequent association of deletion termini with repeated DNA sequences (2) (3) (4) suggests that deletion mutations are no exception. The (3) . Our analysis of these same deletions revealed that, among the 7 deletions associated with repeats, the specific termini of 5 are also predicted by palindromic sequences. Fig. 2 illustrates DNA hairpins that juxtapose the termini of the S74, S23, and S32 deletions. The quasipalindromes responsible for the hairpins, like those involved in the S86 and S56 deletions, can precisely explain the deletion ends. In other words, even were the repeated sequence absent, the same deletion specificities (termini) are predicted. Also shown in Fig. 2 is deletion S10. The specific termini of this deletion are predicted only by repeats.
The fact that S86 and S56 can be explained by palindromic sequences in the absence of repeats and S10 by DNA repeats in the absence of a palindrome suggests that either palindromes or repeats can direct deletion formation. However, as discussed below, the striking coincidence of both palindromic and repeated sequences at 5 of the 12 deletion end points suggests the cooperation of both components. As can be seen in Fig. 2 gen bonding due to the presence of repeats. Alternatively, the interstrand misalignments permitted by repeated sequences can be viewed as being stabilized by intrastrand hydrogen bonding due to the palindromes. In the case of S10, in which repeated sequences can define the deletion termini, there is substantial potential for hydrogen bonding within the deleted sequence. Here, then, intrastrand hydrogen bonding might contribute to the stability of the structural intermediate but does not define the specificity of the deletion. Similar potentials may exist in much larger deletions as well. One E. coli deletion extending between the lacZ and lad genes contains a large quasipalindromic sequence that might substantially stabilize the interstrand misalignment mediated by repeats. Alternatively, it has been suggested that the role of the palindrome might be to bring the repeats responsible for this deletion into substantially closer proximity (7) .
Deletion Specificity and Complex DNA Secondary Structures
The models discussed above provide specific explanations for the origins of 9 of the 12 lacI deletions whose sequences have been determined. The termini of the three remaining deletions are associated with repeats of no more than two bases and do not lie precisely at the ends of quasipalindromic sequences. However, both interstrand and intrastrand misalignments of a more complex type offer a means by which these deletion termini may be juxtaposed and hence could explain their specificity. The basis for these complex misalignments resides in the presence of nearby sequences complementary to the novel joint created by the deletion. At the novel joint, the DNA sequence immediately to the left of the left terminus of the deletion is joined to the sequence immediately to the right of the right terminus. The nearby sequence that is complementary to this novel joint permits a misalignment that juxtaposes the deletion termini. When this nearby sequence is a repeat of the novel joint, an interstrand misalignment mediates the structure; when the sequence is palindromically related to the novel joint, an intrastrand misalignment mediates the structure.
The lacI deletions S24 and S42 may arise from structures that involve interstrand misalignments whose formation is mediated by repeats of the sequences at their novel joints. The S24 ends are juxtaposed by a sequence 53 base pairs away, which is a repeat of 7 bases at the novel joint (3 to the left and 4 to the right of the deletion) (Fig. 3) . Similarly, the S42 termini are juxtaposed by a sequence 25 base pairs removed by an interstrand misalignment permitting the pairing of 9 out of 10 bases at the novel joint (Fig. 3) .
A complex structure that specifies the termini of the S120 deletion ( Fig. 3) depends upon an intrastrand misalignment involving a 6-base sequence that is palindromic to the sequence at the novel joint. This complex structure not only is consistent with the specific end points of the deletion but also may be substantially stabilized by additional hydrogen bonding. There is substantial potential for hydrogen bonding
Structural intermediates that juxtapose deletion termini that lie in repeated DNA sequences. All four deletions may be explained by interstrand pairing mediated by repeats. Alternatively, the specificity of the S74, S23, and S32 deletions is explained by palindromic sequences.
These structures have substantial intrastrand hydrogen bonding that juxtapose the termini. Deletion SJO can form intrastrand hydrogen bonds, but it is the interstrand bonds that direct the specificity of the mutation. DNA repeats are boxed. 
Complex secondary structure explanations for specific termini of lad deletions S24, S42, and S120. Formation of the S42 and S24
deletions is directed by the interstrand misalignments due to the complementarity of nearby sequences to the novel joint of the deletion. The 71-base-pair S120 deletion can be explained by formation of a complex secondary structure mediated by intrastrand misalignments involving complementary bases external to the deletion. Intriguingly, this intrastrand misalignment can be further stabilized by a nearly perfect repeat (6 of 7 bases) in a manner analogous to that described for the deletions in Fig. 2 . DNA repeats are boxed.
within the deleted sequence as seen previously for SO (Fig.  2) . Moreover, as with the stabilized hairpins described in Fig. 2 , a repeat (in this case nearly perfect, 6 of 7 bases) stabilizes the hairpin upon which the deletion termini are juxtaposed.
Methods of DNA Sequence Inspection
The essential feature of all the misaligned DNA structures that we propose is their ability to juxtapose deletion end points. Although all the structures portrayed in the figures were optimized for maximal stability by computer, their ability to juxtapose deletion termini was determined by eye. Thus, the model as proposed may be applied without the aid of a computer to any DNA sequence in which a deletion is known. During the examination of DNA sequences for explanations of deletion specificity, we developed a routine approach. Initially, deletions are inspected to see if their occurrence involves DNA repeats, remembering that the misalignment model requires that one copy of the repeat be retained while the other copy of the repeat and the intervening sequence is lost. Next, each deletion sequence is inspected to identify palindromic components that might juxtapose the deletion termini. In the absence of repeated sequences, the deletion endpoints are unique and the presence (or not) of a palindrome is immediately obvious (e.g., see Fig. 1 ). When DNA repeats consistent with the deletion are identified, the inspection for palindromic sequences that juxtapose the deletion termini is carried out in several steps. The internal portions of the deletion most distal to the first copy of the repeat are examined for palindromic sequences complementary to the repeated sequence. Because the structural intermediate may alternatively involve the misalignment of the second copy of the repeat on the complement of the first, the most proximal bases of the deletion are also inspected for palindromic complementarity to the second copy of the repeat. This inspection process continues because the structural intermediate may use only a portion of the repeat for interstrand bonding, saving the remaining bases for intrastrand bonding (e.g., see Fig. 2 ). (Note: When deletions involve repeats, although the sequence of the deletion is not ambiguous, the physical end point can lie at any position within a repeat. The number of combinations of end points that must be examined as potential structural intermediates exceeds the number of repeated bases by one.)
Structures explaining complex deletions differ from those described above in that the misalignments are mediated by DNA sequences external to the deletion. Nearby sequences complementary to the novel joint created by the deletion permit interstrand misalignments when complementarity is provided by a repeat of the novel joint or intrastrand misalignments when complementarity is provided by a palindrome (e.g., see Fig. 3 ).
The thorough characterization of potential structural intermediates requires that all potential sources of both interstrand and intrastrand hydrogen bonding by considered before the preferred intermediate can be selected. Each investigator will necessarily have to decide upon parameters such as how long or how perfect a DNA repeat or palindrome must be or, in the case of complex deletions, how close to the deletion it must be. The parameters we have used were mainly determined empirically as described in the next section (e.g., see Table 1 ).
Tests of lacI Deletion Specificity
The characteristics of all 12 spontaneous lad deletions considered here and the character of the misalignments that juxtapose their termini are shown in Table 1 Repeats permit interstrand misalignments while palindromes permit intrastrand misalignments. Distance is measured from the base adjacent to the proximal end of the deletion to the first base of the nearby sequence upon which the misalignment occurs. *Indicates the complex structures illustrated in Fig. 3 .
tThis includes one GOT apposition; if it is disallowed, the number is 6.
thereof were found for all the sequenced spontaneous lacI deletions (Table 1) . Because the deletion sample size is small, and because the various DNA structures associated with the termini have different expected frequencies, we evaluated the significance of the perfect correlation between sequenced termini and DNA structures by determining the frequency of similar structural intermediates at the termini of "random" deletions. Simulated deletions were created by using a Hewlett-Packard random number generator to define the 3' end on the nontranscribed strand and independently the size of the deletion. All simulated deletions lie entirely within the lacI coding sequence and are between 10 and 100 base pairs long.
Structural intermediates were then sought for 20 random deletions. None of the termini were juxtaposed by repeated or palindromic sequences of five or more base pairs at the ends of the deletion; at best, one set of end points was brought to within a single base pair by a quasipalindrome. Thus, it is clear that the high frequency of repeated or palindromic sequences (or both) at deletion ends in the lacI gene is not expected on a random basis.
We also sought complex structural explanations for the same 20 random deletions. Complex structures were required to permit either an inter-or intrastrand misalignment mediated by at least 6 base pairs that were located within 100 base pairs of either end of the deletion. Even with these comparatively nonrestrictive rules for identifying complex structures, only 4 of the 20 simulated deletions could be explained. This is in striking contrast to the 3/3 frequency of complex structures that juxtaposed sequenced lacI deletion termini not explained by other structures.
Each of our tests supports the conclusion that the sample of sequenced spontaneous deletion termini in the lacI gene is nonrandom with respect to DNA sequences having the potential to precisely juxtapose the deletion end points. We conclude that the structural intermediates predicted by the model provide an attractive explanation for deletion mutation specificity.
Discussion
Our DNA secondary-structure model predicts the participation of a variety of structural intermediates in deletion formation. It provides a unified basis for understanding how deletion end points, despite their distances in linear DNA, might be joined through metabolic events in which misaligned DNA structures participate as either substrates or templates. We have described in general terms potential interactions between secondary structures in DNA whose formation is mediated by palindromes and metabolic processes that could result in deletion. Indeed, some evidence exists for the operation of enzymes of DNA metabolism upon palindromic structures as both substrates and templates. Hairpins can be substrates for nucleases (10) (11) (12) . Deletion mutations recovered after cloning procedures are consistent with the in vitro formation of hairpins and the subsequent digestion of their unpaired loops by S1 nuclease (13) . Analogous in vivo results might be expected from nucleases responsible for the removal of aberrant DNA structures or the resolution of recombinant DNA structures (12) . Misaligned quasipalindromic DNA sequences appear to serve as templates in the production of certain yeast frameshift mutations (14) . There is abundant in vitro evidence that DNA polymerases behave aberrantly when confronted with templates containing hairpins (15) (16) (17) , and an association exists between an extensive quasipalindromic sequence and an anomalous strong mutator effect of an "antimutagenic" polymerase (18) .
Studies that identify the specific enzymatic processes involved in deletion mutagenesis should substantially improve our ability to expand the general models for secondary structure involvement in deletion specificity to more specific models that permit predictions of deletion mutagenesis frequencies. For example, we might then be able to distinguish whether the higher frequency of lacI deletions associated with the concomitant occurrence of palindromes and repeats is due to improved structural stability of the intermediate or instead is due to the independent occurrence of mutagenesis due to both repeat-mediated mechanisms and palindromemediated mechanisms at a single site.
Quantitative predictions of deletion frequencies mediated by DNA structures involving repeats, quasipalindromes, or both are complicated by the diverse aspects of DNA metabolism and DNA topology likely to influence the frequency with which the DNA secondary structures form. Misaligned structures are not favored in double-stranded DNA but can be expected in single-stranded or supercoiled DNA. Thus, the formation of a DNA hairpin is likely to depend not only upon its intrinsic hydrogen bonding potential but also upon CLC ACC CAC;C;Ci CA TC[ T the processes that influence the formation of single-stranded or supercoiled intermediates (19) . These processes are likely to include many aspects of DNA replication, recombination, and repair.
We have also found examples among eukaryotic DNA sequences of deletion mutations that may have arisen as a consequence of a DNA secondary structure intermediate. The presence of deletion termini in repeated DNA sequences has previously been noted in the globin genes (4) . Most of these deletions are too small to be the product of the deletion of an entire hairpin, and we have turned to transcribed but nontranslated portions of these genes to look for deletions. These nontranslated sequences are believed to be particularly rich in deletion and addition mutations (20) . An example of how a secondary-structure intermediate might have produced the base sequence difference in the 3' untranslated sequences of chicken , and p'-globin messengers is shown in Fig. 4 . Alignment of the two sequences between the termination of the coding sequence and the A-A-T-A-A-A hexanucleotide believed to direct polyadenylylation showed that the p'-globin sequence was 5Q bases shorter than the /-globin sequence. An attempt to explain this difference by formation of deletions mediated by repeats employed three independent events in which portions of both repeats were retained within the alignments (21) . Our examination of the longer 1-globin sequence revealed a quasipalindrome having substantial complementarity and juxtaposing potential deletion end points separated by 54 base pairs (Fig. 4) . Deletion of the hairpin could account for the substantial difference in length between the two sequences. The suggestion is attractive because it accounts for the difference in a single mutational event. However, it must be viewed with caution because it assumes that the difference arose by deletion and not by insertion and that it is not a cloning artifact (12) .
Misalignment of DNA sequences provides opportunities for the production of duplications as well as deletions. Duplications of DNA sequences between repeats have been noted (22) , and duplications and other complex rearrangements have been observed in association with palindromic DNA sequences (23) (24) (25) (26) (27) . We have discussed duplication events in more detail elsewhere (9) .
The focus of our discussion has been the DNA secondary- (14, 18, 28) .
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